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This report is NOT about multichannel retailing*. It is not 

even about why retailers should be cross channel; for 

most, this is no longer a question. Still, some will prefer 

to focus on developing great ecommerce, instead of 

implementing efficient cross channel capabilities. But most 

major retailers, whatever their sector or positioning, have 

already identified cross channel as an absolute necessity.

Retailers, in mature and emerging markets, are seeking 

advantages from cross channel. Each country and industry 

sector will mature at different rates, creating competitive 

opportunities and different cross channel priorities. 

Therefore, this report is about “what it means to be a 

cross channel retailer”. What cross channel capabilities 

do the most advanced retailers implement? Who are the 

most advanced, the world champions of cross channel 

integration? The benchmarks in this report provide the 

means to prioritize what are the right solutions, for each 

retailer. 

As retailing becomes more international, this report also 

illustrates the global reach of Ebeltoft Group’s network: a 

close alliance of retail experts with deep country insights. 

Ebeltoft Group is composed of “pragmatic experts”: we 

provide clients with disruptive insights and innovative 

visions of the future, as well as practical solutions. We 

know that retail is a continuous “aller-retour” between 

long term strategy and day to day survival – especially cross 

channel which is both strategic and very operational, and 

will change the whole organization of retail companies.

Cédric Ducrocq, Chairman Ebeltoft Group and CEO Dia-Mart.

*Ebeltoft Group defines multichannel retailing as Independent sales channels (e.g. store, online, catalog, call center) with little integration and interoperability.
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Key findings include:
> Cross channel retailing is nascent, with tremendous 

upside potential. Even in mature markets, best practice 

leaders will admit they are merely starting their journey, 

suggesting cross channel capabilities will change 

dramatically in the coming years.

> US and UK retailers are far ahead in their cross 

channel development. As the most competitive markets 

for ecommerce, this is not a surprise. How retailers 

from other markets benchmark against these global 

leaders will form the foundation for new cross channel 

standards, tailored to each local market.

> Cross channel standards are developing at a category 

level, even in emerging markets. Click and collect (i.e., 

store pickup of online orders) has been implemented in 

two-thirds of electrical goods retailers, and store-level 

inventory visibility among the majority of DIY category 

killers are impressive global examples. Among the retail 

sectors included in the study, electrical goods retailers 

were the most developed in terms of cross channel 

capabilities, followed by general retailers, DIY and 

specialty fashion.

> Customers in each market will define their own 

cross channel behavior, compelling smart retailers to 

determine what is right for their business. For most 

market leading retailers and their challengers, cross 

channel will be an imperative, not an option. Prioritizing 

the best opportunities will push many retailers to 

closely examine their willingness and ability to change. 

Cross channel strategies will enhance retailers´ skill sets 

to be more analytical in their decision making and force 

cross-functional teams to be the norm rather than the 

exception. 

01
Executive Summary

Cross channel retailing is not a new concept. In the past five to seven years we have observed world class retailers fully 

embrace their cross channel journey. However, cross channel strategies are poorly understood from senior executives to 

front line store associates. This study benchmarks cross channel capabilities among leading retailers across 17 countries as 

a means to assist retailers as they determine their cross channel future. 
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Objectives and Methodology

This study is intended to provide the retail industry with 

global benchmarks and insights on cross channel retailing. 

Retailers and their business partners will increasingly seek 

to enhance cross channel solutions in the foreseeable                                

future. In most markets, mature and emerging alike, leading                       

retailers’ cross channel capabilities are in very early stages of                    

development. As the modern shopper evolves rapidly, using 

technology and trusted communities to enhance, simplify or 

customize the shopping experience, retailers will be judged 

on their ability to deliver integrated cross channel benefits. 

The study sets out to provide retailers with insights to help 

determine how cross channel will develop unique advantages 

to their sector and corporate strategy.

What is cross channel retailing? We define it as the 

operational interaction to drive sales, communications and 

supply across channels (e.g. store, website, catalog, mobile, 

social). We envision these integrated operations, (including 

human capital, content and data) to enhance the customer  

experience by giving her the freedom to experience the brand 

on her terms. For the retailer, cross channel will motivate 

management and shareholders, for the ability to efficiently 

serve customers and create loyalty. The interdependence of 

physical stores and emerging digital channels will require an 

analytical culture and solutions based on accessing product, 

pricing, promotion and customer information to serve 

customers and business goals. To be clear, this does not 

mean that stores/online/mobile/social should be selling 

the same product with the same promotion. The brand 

should “know” how each channel’s sameness or uniqueness 

impacts the customer and the business, and plan accordingly 

per their strategy. The retailer’s ability to actively cooperate 

across business teams will make good retailers great.

This study’s objectives are to:

> Develop cross channel benchmarks for large 

multichannel retailers, globally and at category 

(general retailers, fashion, electrical goods and home 

improvement/DIY) and market levels1 . Over time, we 

will track changes to understand trends in cross channel.

>  Provide insights on key issues to prioritize the right mix 

of cross channel solutions; now and in the future. 

Methodology

Based on our extensive experience working with clients to help them optimize ecommerce and cross channel 

operations, Ebeltoft Group has developed a proprietary set of 47 cross channel Indicators to measure the extent 

of retailer advancement in this field.

1. Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, UK and US.
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Across each market, leading retailers were chosen in each of four retail categories – DIY, electrical goods, fashion, 

and general retailers. The retailers were chosen to represent the largest or most influential in their category, as well 

as having a reputation as leaders in cross channel retailing. Therefore, the sample is not intended as representative of all 

retailers in a given market; it represents how “high the bar has been set”.  A strictly templated audit methodology 

was designed to gather factual data on the retailers’ capabilities, therefore limiting subjective judgment decisions of 

the data gatherers. In other words, the goal was to determine the current state of retailer cross channel capabilities, 

but without a deep assessment of how well they are currently executing.

Two to five retailers per category were chosen in each country, with a total of 144 retailers evaluated. Each retailer 

was audited from the customers’ perspective on the 47 cross channel Indicators, covering the full range of both 

store and website policies and operations. Retailer capabilities and communications were documented throughout.

Analysis of the data included a weighted scoring scheme which was applied to the attributes across the five core 

cross channel capabilities.

Figure 1. Ebeltoft Group cross channel benchmark framework.

Assessing uniformity of the services offered by the retailers among both channels (e.g. 
policies, private label credit card, loyalty program, gift cards).

The retailiers have been assessed on five core cross channel capabilities:

Store-level in-stock availability and other capabilities to drive traffic to stores (e.g.store 
locator, schedule appointment at store, store-only coupons).

Assessing the availability, functionality and communication of “Click & Collect”  and 
store return of online purchase and store associate knowledge.

Alignment and tools in the store with other channels (e.g. communication of website, 
associate knowledge, out-of-stock process, POS system or tablets to access the web).

Mcommerce, mobile driving store traffic, Facebook customer care, geolocalization 
capabilities. 

CONSISTENCY
OF SERVICES

RESEARCH ONLINE, 
PURCHASE OFFLINE

CLICK & COLLECT 
& RETURNS

CONNECTED STORE

SOCIAL – LOCAL
MOBILE

CROSS CHANNEL CORE CAPABILITIES



144 RETAILERS*

* Retailers included in the global benchmark study.
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Global Findings

Cross channel retailing is at a turning point (figure 2). 

The interest in cross channel retail strategies is at an 

unprecedented peak among all types of retailers. We are 

clearly in early stages of cross channel development among 

leading retailers. It remains to be seen if successful adoption 

of integrated digital strategies will gather broad momentum, 

or if it is only the exceptional retailer who is able to achieve 

full potential.

The table above shows the global results of the benchmark 

study, by retail sector.  Across all 17 countries, the development 

of cross channel capabilities varies considerably, aligned with 

market maturity of digital retailing in general. The global 

averages provide a snapshot in time of the cross channel 

investment made by leading retailers across markets. The 

results show electrical goods (42% of a maximum score) 

and general retailers (40%) are slightly ahead of the curve. 

This makes sense considering consumer behavior and the 

competitive pressures from ecommerce in these sectors, 

and the response by multichannel retailers to leverage their 

stores. With the exception of click and collect and returns, the 

global averages tend to show modest development across all 

other cross channel capabilities. An optimist would point out 

the extent of progress made since cross channel strategies 

have only been in practice for five to six years in the most 

advanced markets. A pessimist might view these results as 

proof that retailers are struggling to embrace cross channel. 

As in most debates, the answer is a bit of both points of view.

CONSISTENCY
OF SERVICES

RESEARCH ONLINE, 
PURCHASE OFFLINE

CLICK & COLLECT 
& RETURNS

CONNECTED STORE

SOCIAL – LOCAL
MOBILE

Figure 2. The state of global cross channel 
retailing.

Underdeveloped Highly advancedAdvancedIn developmentAbsent

TOTAL

DIY

37% 42% 32% 40% 38%

ELECTRICAL 
GOODS FASHION GENERAL GLOBAL 

AVERAGE

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT OF STORE CENTRIC CROSS CHANNEL PRACTICES, PER SECTOR
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As longtime advocates of a cross channel future in retail, 

Ebeltoft Group believes we are on the verge of significant 

change in retailing. One where digital tools are effectively 

used in store to the customer’s benefit, customer data is 

highly prized as the means to customer intimacy, and digital 

and analytical skillsets become priority inside of leading 

retailers. The analysis throughout this report will show 

evidence of more evolved cross channel capabilities, by 

contrasting global averages with US and UK markets, which 

are by far the most mature.

Market Differences: US and UK are Clear Leaders

Cross channel retail strategies are an outgrowth of ecommerce development in most instances. Therefore, it is 

not surprising to see that leading American and British retailers are much more developed in terms of their cross 

channel capabilities.

The chart below shows how many more retailers in both countries have a well-developed range of capabilities 

relative to the global averages. For some categories, almost all of the US or UK retailers audited have capabilities 

such as easy and convenient store returns of online purchases, or emerging mobile commerce capabilities. 

Therefore, while the global averages for cross channel tend to the middle, the markets vary considerably. Some 

capabilities, such as greater product breadth and depth of the online channel (compared to the store), are less 

developed globally, yet common among US and UK retailers. While these tend to be indicators of ecommerce 

maturity, they also show the potential for store-based capabilities that leverage the expanded assortment (“long 

tail” merchandising) of the online channel.

Figure 3. Cross channel capabilities. Global vs. US vs. UK.

Select Cross Channel Capabilities

Return 
online orders 

to store

Ease and 
convenience of 
store returns

Product in 
stock at store 

level

Facebook 
for customer 

service

Online 
product range 
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Buy online 
& collect 
in-store

Gift card 
redemption in 
both channels

Online 
product range 

is wider

Mobile 
commerce
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100%

50%

0%

US

UK

US AND UK MARKETS ARE MOST MATURE
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Cross  Channel Maturity
(Level of development of national retailers cross channel capabilities)

Cross channel maturity is measured as the average score of retailers included in this study, contrasted with 

ecommerce penetration (as a % of total retail sales) by country. In some markets, the ecommerce market size 

will limit the ability of multichannel retailers to compete directly with Amazon or local online retailers. In this 

scenario, retailers are likely to choose cross channel strategies.

Multichannel retailers’ choices will be based on the 
revenue potential of ecommerce and cross channel 
strategies. The smaller the ecommerce opportunity, the 
more likely cross channel becomes the clear strategic  
direction for a digital strategy.

LOW

HIGH

LOW HIGH

Figure 4.  Global overview of country ecommerce vs. cross channel maturity.
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COUNTRY RETAILER CATEGORY

Australia Dick Smith Electrical goods
Brazil Saraiva Electrical goods
Canada Best Buy Electrical goods
Chile Falabela General
China Suning Electrical goods
Denmark YouHeShe Fashion
France Fnac Electrical goods
Germany Conrad Electrical goods
Italy Marco Polo Electrical goods
Portugal Continente General
Romania Domo Electrical goods
Singapore Traceyeinny Fashion
Spain El Corte Ingles General
Switzerland Interdiscount Electrical goods
Turkey Teknosa Electrical goods
UK Debenhams General
USA Walmart General

Figure 5.   Country cross channel champions 2012

CROSS CHANNEL CHAMPIONS, BY COUNTRY

Each retailer was audited across 47 cross channel indicators, 

and a scoring methodology developed to determine 

each retailer’s score out of the maximum points possible.  

Champions were defined as those who scored highest in 

each country.  The table above shows the dominance of 

electrical goods retailers, a clear indicator of the category 

being an early adopter of cross channel.
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At this time, most stores have only a few digital touchpoints. 

After many years of talking about cross channel, even the best 

retailers around the world are still only modestly penetrated 

with capabilities such as digital access in store, and store 

associates who are knowledgeable about the company’s 

digital channels. Despite the hype surrounding tablets or 

mobile solutions integrated into stores, we are clearly in early 

pilot stages and still proving the business case.

Figure 6 shows that globally most “connected store” 

capabilities are implemented in roughly one-third or fewer 

retailers. The exception is the ability to show in-stock position 

at a store level (44%), a capability that assures shoppers that 

their trip to the store will not be disappointing due to out-of-

stock product. 

Other connected store capabilities are in early stages of 

development. The US and UK markets, compared against 

global averages, are good future indicators, as leading 

retailers in these markets have already implemented many 

of these capabilities. With tablets and other portable digital 

devices gaining momentum as retailing solutions, we expect 

to see more retailers provide store associates and customers 

with the ability to browse content and buy from digital 

channels. While very few retailers are currently using website 

content in stores (e.g., ratings and reviews, product content 

such as video or copy), we will be closely watching how 

retailers enhance the store shopping experience by using 

digital content to assist shoppers.

The (Un)Connected Store

> business case for cross channel: While cross channel 

strategies have become a hot topic among senior 

executives, clearly articulated plans are still work-

in-progress at this time. This includes the important 

business or financial case to justify the investment (both 

capital expenditure and operating expense). 

> building benchmarks: As an industry, we are gathering 

more evidence and benchmarks as inputs to the business 

case, and perhaps as importantly, we can direct senior 

executives to “experience for themselves” best practice 

cross channel shopping. This will prove important for 

many executives to crystallize in their minds how the 

shopping experience improves, just as walking the floor 

of a new store format brings the concept to life. 

> Staged implementation: We also anticipate retailers 

will develop staged approaches to implement “the right” 

cross channel capabilities based on their customers’ 

needs and timing to maximize return on investmen 

Implementing store-based cross channel across a large 

store network can be costly and potentially disruptive 

to the stores’ selling process; therefore timing is critical. 

> market factors: Other reasons holding back the 

connected store include market factors, where the 

consumer and competitors need to reach a critical mass 

that enables confidence in the business case. While market 

factors are beyond our control, monitoring these factors 

will ensure retailers’ plans are poised ahead of critical 

inflection points (e.g., prior to the mass middle of the 

consumer market demonstrating cross channel behavior).

Since we are clearly in early stages for cross channel, it is understandable to see large retailers’ 
stores lag behind other cross channel capabilities. There are five contributing factors:
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> Infrastructure development: Finally, as the audit 

methodology is based on customer-facing capabilities in 

a snapshot of time, we cannot know what capabilities 

are currently in development until they are “turned on”. 

We expect the benchmarks to change rapidly in coming 

years as many retailers add new capabilities. 

Figure 6.   Cross channel “connected store” capabilities. Global vs. US vs. UK.

In-stock 
visibility at 
Store level

Website 
used by sales 

associate

Store is 
leveraging 

website content

Digital content 
accessible to 

customer

Shows extended 
aisle/product 
N/A in-store

Associates 
are online 

knowledgeable

100%

50%

0%

GLOBAL

US

UK

MATURE MARKET CONNECTED STORE CAPABILITIES

Best practices, especially in the connected store, will differ 

across markets, but if we focus on the US and UK markets, 

we can envision a future where the following examples 

are commonplace. 

As capabilities become more robust and stores are more 

experienced with cross channel solutions, we expect to 

see consistent execution among cross channel leaders.
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DIY retailer Castorama (France) has 3D tools for room design, online and in-store. Customer create 

their project at home, they save it on-line, and complete the design in-store, with (or without) the 

assistance of a store associate.

The customer downloads the 3D software for kitchens, bathroom or dressing projects. The program then takes the customer 

through 3 steps (style, behavior & room design) and provides instantly a viable proposition which fit his/her expectations and 

need.

The tool gives the customer autonomy when preparing complex purchases. It as well allows the store associates to save time by 

re-opening a first customer made solution.
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DIY retailer Home Depot (US) provides a click and collect option to all customers. For their commercial customers they offer a Pro desk with additional 

amenities targeted to that customer.
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Electrical goods retailer PC World Megastore’s (UK) store design 

includes prominent signage and explanation to instill confidence 

with the “collect” or “return” customer.

Latin American retailers, particularly in the booming 

economy of Brazil, are acute observers of global retailing 

best practice and cross channel trends. However, this 

benchmark research confirmed what we anticipated: that 

leading Brazilian retailers have been slow starters in the 

cross channel race.

A few retailers, such as Livraria Saraiva, are starting to 

develop cross channel capabilities. Saraiva (www.saraiva.

com.br), was founded in 1914 as a book store but since 

2000 has been a multi-category retailer selling everything 

from electronics and software to toys and more.  In addition 

to operating 100 stores, it has become one of the leading 

ecommerce retailers in Brazil. The stores are large format 

(1,000 to 1,500 square meters), characterized by a hands-

on customer experience and bustling with aggressive 

promotions to drive revenues.

Saraiva has recently been adding early stage cross channel 

capabilities, starting with free wi-fi access in their stores 

to encourage shoppers to check product reviews on their 

own mobile phones or through kiosks to purchase products 

not available in store. The result for Saraiva is encouraging 

their shoppers to stay in the store, shop longer, and 

hopefully complete a sale as they move seamlessly between 

shopping the store and the mobile app for their ecommerce 

website. In a country where mobile penetration far exceeds 

PC-based internet usage, smartphones are the future for 

cross channel in Brazil, causing consumers to push retailers 

for further mobile rather than website integration.

The question of whether other Brazilian retailers will follow 

Saraiva’s lead is interesting and will be worth watching. 

The strategic role for cross channel may be better suited 

in mature retail economies where slow growing markets 

necessitate strategies that differentiate and help capture 

market share. However, we notice large retailers “leaping 

a generation” in emerging retail economies, where the 

high overall growth offsets the risk of changing operations 

quickly. In the end, we will see if the Brazilian consumer 

demands cross channel solutions as we know them today 

in mature countries, or if their own unique version will be a 

leading indicator for western retailers to mimic.

Electrical goods retailer Conrad’s (Germany) use of store kiosk and 

prominent signage promoting cross channel solutions (translation: 

Unique convenient shopping:  how, when and where you want it).

Electrical goods retailer Best Buy (USA) promoting extended 

product assortment online, and encouraging in-store trial.

Cross channel is in its infancy in Brazil

Saraiva - Brazil
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Fashion retailer New Look (UK) providing click and collect, a mobile site and app to encourage cross channel shopping behavior. 

Fashion retailer Marks and Spencer (UK) encouraging customers to “shop your way” through wayfinding and shelf signage.
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Upscale department store Nordstrom’s (USA) use of mobile device check out without waiting in a queue, or to browse their catalog on a tablet.

Source: PSFK Retail - The Future of Retail
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Department store John Lewis (UK) has designed an online shopping station integrated within their fashion department. The POS screen includes a reminder 

to the associates to promote  click and collect to their customer.

ZARA has designed a clear click & collect and online shopping manual to guide their customers while shopping across their channels.
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Each retailer’s cross channel capabilities were scored 

across five core cross channel capabilities. Category 

champions, globally, tended to rise above their competitors 

based on their attention to detail and better execution 

of a capability (e.g., having click and collect is good, but 

aggressively promoting the capability online and in-store 

is better). Having a foundational capability, such as collect 

in store, or store-level inventory visibility, may become the 

norm over time. Executing well will make the difference.

Walmart as the front-runner among general merchandise 

retailers, ahead of known cross channel leaders such as 

Nordstrom or JC Penney, is an example of how to do well 

by focusing on many different details. Walmart was not 

an early adopter of cross channel capabilities in store. 

But since they launched their “site to store” (aka click 

and collect) to great success, they have done the best job 

among general retailers at using cross channel to help 

their customers engage with and buy from them. 

Walmart’s model is a good example of win:win, i.e. 

allowing customer browsing and buying strategies to 

converge with cross channel, as a means to let the 

customer choose how they want to shop. Providing 

services and information online such as site to store, 

improves overall convenience. Online they offer expanded 

product assortments which extend their product range 

and provide clear communication for purchasing options. 

The store experience is enhanced by in store capabilities 

that extend the web offering. Trained, knowledgeable 

sales associates understand how to assist the customer 

online, at the POS, or at a store kiosk. When inventory 

availability issues arise they are trained to “save the sale” 

with proprietary online tools and inventory visibility to 

find and fulfill the product for the customer.  Walmart 

recognizes their cross channel customers with reserved 

parking spaces and a special desk for store order pick up. 

Free shipping to the store for customer pick up is provided. 

Overall, Walmart offers the customers the choice of how 

they want to shop, regardless of channel of purchase. As 

a trustworthy leader in cross channel, they are giving the 

customer another reason, aside from price, to increase 

their shopping frequency with them. Strategically this 

makes sense for the world’s largest retailer, to emphasize 

shopping ease and convenience and positioning Walmart 

against lower priced competitors, including Amazon.

Cross Channel Champions and Category Findings

Walmart is #1 worldwide? How did that happen? 
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General retailers include department stores and 

hypermarkets. For the purpose of this study, the focus 

was on the general merchandise (non-food) portion of 

the hypermarkets, as grocery cross channel has unique 

characteristics. Cross channel strategies have become the 

norm among leading general retailers, and should make 

this category very interesting to watch mature in coming 

years. 

Walmart’s #1 ranking among all of the retailers audited 

may come as a surprise to some. Recent financial analyst 

reports comparing Walmart versus Amazon concluded 

that Amazon is poised to erode Walmart’s market share. 

Their ecommerce business is modest, especially as a 

percentage of their total sales. The physical separation of 

the Walmart.com business team (based in California, far 

from the Bentonville headquarters) would, on the surface, 

General Retailers

CONSISTENCY
OF SERVICES

RESEARCH ONLINE, 
PURCHASE OFFLINE

CLICK & COLLECT 
& RETURNS

CONNECTED STORE

SOCIAL – LOCAL
MOBILE

Figure 7. The state of general retailers’s 
cross channel capabilities.

TOTAL

GLOBAL

38% 59%

US UK

58%

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT OF CROSS CHANNEL PRACTICES FOR GENERAL RETAILERS

Underdeveloped Highly advancedAdvancedIn developmentAbsent

Figure 8. Top ten cross channel general retailers.

RETAILER COUNTRY

Walmart US
Sears US
Nordstrom US
Debenhams UK
Jcp US
El Corte Inglés SPAIN
Macy’s US
Coop DENMARK
Falabela CHILE
Auchan FRANCE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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appear to make cross channel strategies even more 

challenging. Yet they have quietly amassed digital retailing 

foundations on a global scale, which should concern most 

other retailers. 

Walmart´s superiority in cross channel, together with 

other market forces, has not been lost on department 

stores and hypermarkets around the world, as cross 

channel competition intensifies. Next to electrical goods, 

general retailers exhibit the most maturity with respect 

to cross channel. This is not a surprise given the large, 

market-leading ecommerce businesses enjoyed by many 

department stores in mature markets (e.g., Nordstom, 

Macy’s, Sears and JC Penney in the US, and John Lewis 

and Debenhams in the UK). Cross channel may become a 

significant strategy deployed by general retailers to counter 

the trend of specialty retailers (including e-retailers) 

chipping away at their customer base.  For example, cross 

channel capabilities to leverage the “endless aisles” of the 

online store through store associate tablets may become 

the norm for department stores. 

Globally, the development of click and collect capabilities is slightly under one-half for all general retailers, yet among the 

US and UK retailers this is almost universal; only one did not have “collect” solutions in place. These retailers have made it 

a priority to implement the capability, and in most cases we have observed that the “collect” capability is well promoted 

on the website and in store.

GenerAL reTAILerS CrOSS-ChAnneL CApAbILITIeS (GLObAL AverAGeS)

Private label credit card usable in both channels 83%
Buy online and return in store 78%
Store associates knowledge of returns process and policies 71%
Buy online and collect in store 39%
Overall ease and convenience of store return of online order 39%
Website promotes specific in-store events 39%
Product in-stock availability at store level 24%
Store associates are online knowledgeable 24%
Digital content accessible by associate 20%
Mobile commerce 17%
Digital content accessible by customers 10%
Use website in store to show extended product range/buy online 7%

Figure 9. Level of development of general retailers cross channel capabilities.

GenerAL reTAILerS CrOSS ChAnneL CApAbILITIeS (GLObAL AverAGeS)
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As more retailers implement cross channel capabilities and 

operational capabilities mature, we anticipate attention 

to small details increasing in importance in creating 

competitive advantage. For example, general retailers 

have better overall consistency of services across stores 

and online. While some capabilities, such as private label 

credit card or gift card usage, are expected to be consistent, 

other attributes such as return or pricing policies, or store 

associate knowledge of these policies will become the key 

factor by which shopper trust will be engendered (figure 11).

Figure 10. Level of click & collect promotion, global vs. general retailers average.

GLOBAL AVG.

GENERAL
 CATEGORY AVG.

50%25%0%

GENERAL RETAILERS ARE BETTER AT PROMOTING CLICK AND COLLECT

GENERAL RETAILERS ARE MORE CONSISTENT WITH THEIR SERVICES

CONSISTENCY OF SERVICES GLOBAL AVERAGE 
GENERAL RETAILER 

CATEGORY AVERAGE 

The same policy for returns and refunds in both channels 71% 83%

Store associates’ knowledge of the returns process and policies 59% 71%

Brand/Private label credit card: usable in both channels 45% 83%

Gift card/ voucher purchase and redemption on both channels 38% 41%

Distinct channel pricing is communicated on the website 15% 27%

Figure 11.  Level of service consistency, global vs. general retailers average.
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

Specialty fashion retailers include women’s, men’s and 

children’s specialty apparel stores, shoes and accessories 

retailers and sports apparel retailers.

Whereas ecommerce is thriving in fashion, cross channel 

among specialty fashion retailers lag behind other 

categories. Paradoxically, among department stores, 

apparel and shoe categories are the very ones to have 

benefited most from more advanced cross channel 

capabilities. Few specialty fashion retailers have yet to 

invest in store-level inventory visibility, click and collect, 

or selling extended online assortments through store 

associate tablets.

However, we anticipate this to change, as more fashion 

brands determine the right types of cross channel 

solutions for their business model.

Specialty Fashion Retailers

CONSISTENCY
OF SERVICES

RESEARCH ONLINE, 
PURCHASE OFFLINE

CLICK & COLLECT 
& RETURNS

CONNECTED STORE

SOCIAL – LOCAL
MOBILE

Figure 12. The state of specialty fashion 
cross channel retailing.

TOTAL

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT OF CROSS CHANNEL PRACTICES FOR SPECIALTY FASHION RETAILERS

Underdeveloped Highly advancedAdvancedIn developmentAbsent

TOTAL

GLOBAL

33% 49%

US UK

53%

RETAILER COUNTRY

Finish Line US
New Look UK
J Crew US
Sport Scheck GERMANY
Next UK
Mango SPAIN
YouHeShe DENMARK
Goertz GERMANY
Traceveinny SINGAPORE
KissJane SINGAPORE

Figure 13. Top ten cross channel specialty fashion retailers.
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

More European specialty retailers are in the top 10, 

with US sports footwear retailer Finish Line leading all 

fashion specialty retailers. Finish Line has been integrating 

channels in multiple ways including click and collect, 

store-level inventory visibility, mobile commerce and 

geolocational capabilities, and knowledgeable associates 

that can assist the customer with extended product range 

and online content. 
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

SpeCIALTy FAShIOn reTAILerS’ CrOSS ChAnneL CApAbILITIeS (GLObAL AverAGeS)

Buy online and return in store 69%
Store associates’ knowledge of returns process and policies 54%
Gift card/ voucher purchase and redemption on both channels 48%
Buy online and collect in store 35%
Store associates are online knowledgeable 31%
Product in-stock availability at store level 27%
Mobile commerce 27%
Digital content accessible by associate 19%
Digital content accessible by customers 6%
Use website in store to show extended product range/buy online 6%

Figure 14. Level of development of specialty fashion cross channel capabilities.

The customer’s expectation to be able to return online 

purchases to the store is most pronounced among fashion 

retailers. However, only slightly more than one-half of 

the store associates audited were knowledgeable about 

their company’s policies and process; far from consistent 

execution. Even further down the rankings is the general 

knowledge of the online channel among store associates. 

Very few fashion retailers are leveraging digital content in 

store, either for associates or customers to access (figure 14).

Across most of these cross channel capabilities it is clear 

that investment is not being made in technology solutions 

(store-level in-stock visibility) or in human capital, to 

accelerate cross channel behavior. Perhaps the unique 

behavior of a fashion shopper (some suggest more suited 

to “mono channel”), where the purchase process is not 

as rational or planned as for many hard goods purchases, 

is preventing fashion retailers from embracing a cross 

channel future.

Another possible explanation may be that fashion retailers 

feel a stronger need to be totally seamless in their cross 

channel marketing approach.  The figure shows the 

tendency for fashion retailers to be more consistent 

with their marketing and promotional calendars across 

stores and ecommerce. While the effort for consistency 

may be driven by the need to be “one brand”, it also 

suggests missed revenue opportunities in the fast 

growing ecommerce channel. Ecommerce marketing 

and promotion has a unique cadence aligned with the 

online apparel buyer (and competition), and enforcing 

the physical stores’ cadence may reduce each channel’s 

promotional effectiveness. 

Overall, this is indicative of a miscommunication between 

the ecommerce team and the stores business. This is a big 

internal barrier to overcome before cross channel can be 

achieved.
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

As part of Aurora’s overall cross channel initiatives Oasis offers a 
multi-touchpoint customer experience – it is estimated that over 
70% of transactions involve the internet in some way.  The most 
exciting development – piloted very successfully, but not yet fully 
rolled out, is the in-store tablet facility.   Store associates armed 
with iPads enable customers to request different sizes, colors or 
styles from the shop floor to the changing rooms. If the clothes 
fit, the customer can use the iPads in the changing rooms to pay 
for their purchase there and then, bypassing the till queues.    The 
inventory system has been integrated to create a single stock pool 
across all channels, so orders can be fulfilled from the distribution 
centre or from shops.  Infrastructure has been set up to offer 
super quick delivery (within hours) in key cities such as London 
and Glasgow. 
 

Embraces Cross Channel

Oasis (UK)

SPECIALTY FASHION RETAILERS ARE MORE CONSISTENT WITH THEIR 
MARKETING AND PROMOTIONS

Figure 15  Comparison of commercial events & promotions, global vs. general merchandise average.

Both Channels Have Same Commercial Events Both Channels Have Same Promotions

GLOBAL
AVG.

GLOBAL
AVG.

FASHION 
CATEGORY 

AVG.

FASHION 
CATEGORY 

AVG.

100% 100%50% 50%0% 0%
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

The DIY category holds great potential for cross channel, 

with product that is often not suited for pure play 

ecommerce (e.g., high cost of shipping), and deep product 

catalogs suited for niche special orders. A complex purchase 

process, from need or problem to solution, and the need 

for store associate expertise enhances the opportunity to 

develop smart cross channel solutions in DIY.

DIY Retailers

CONSISTENCY
OF SERVICES

RESEARCH ONLINE, 
PURCHASE OFFLINE

CLICK & COLLECT 
& RETURNS

CONNECTED STORE

SOCIAL – LOCAL
MOBILE

Figure 16. Global development of cross 
channel practices for DIY retailers.

TOTAL

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT OF STORE CENTRIC CROSS CHANNEL PRACTICES FOR DIY RETAILERS

Underdeveloped Highly advancedAdvancedIn developmentAbsent

TOTAL

GLOBAL

37% 65%

US UK

49%

RETAILER COUNTRY

Home Depot US
B&Q UK
Lowes US
Homebase UK
Flügger DENMARK
Castorama FRANCE
Hornbach GERMANY
Leroy Merlin FRANCE
Lee Valley CANADA
Hagebau GERMANY

Figure 17. Top ten cross channel DIY retailers.
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

DIy reTAILerS CrOSS ChAnneL CApAbILITIeS (GLObAL AverAGeS)

DIY RETAILERS ARE MISSING OPPORTUNITIES TO DRIVE STORE TRAFFIC

Among the core capabilities, DIY retailers are most 

developed in “research online, purchase offline” (figure 

18). Globally, more than one-half of DIY retailers have some 

form of store-level in-stock visibility for customers. The 

proportion of retailers with this capability is impressive, 

given the investment and effort, as the retailer must have 

confidence in the inventory accuracy if such a promise 

is made to the customer. More than one-third of the 

retailers had click and collect, or some form of reserving 

the product (to be bought at the store). In contrast, the 

relatively low percentage allowing store returns appears 

to be a missed opportunity to drive store traffic and 

conveniently solve the customer’s problem (figure 19). 

Same policies for returns and refunds in both channels 78%
Product in-stock availability at store level 56%
Website promotes in-store events 50%
Buy online and return in store 44%
Gift card/ voucher purchase and redemption on both channels 33%
Buy online and collect in store 33%
Digital content accessible by associate 28%
Mobile commerce 28%
Use website in store to show extended product range/buy online 22%
Store associates are online knowledgeable 22%
Online booking of in-store appointment 17%

Figure 18. Level of development of DIY cross channel capabilities.

Figure 19. Level of collect in-store/ return product to store development, global vs. DIY average.

Collect In-store

GLOBAL
AVG.

DIY
CATEGORY 

AVG.

100%50%0%

Return Product To Store

GLOBAL
AVG.

DIY 
CATEGORY 

AVG.

100%50%0%
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

Electrical goods retailers are most developed in cross 

channel relative to the other categories in this study. This 

finding was to be anticipated in a category that has had 

volatile performance and razor-thin margins. For electrical 

goods retailers, their store productivity is challenged by an 

increasing shift of buying behavior to ecommerce, forcing 

many retailers to rethink their store format, real estate 

needs and their cross channel strategies.

Electrical Goods Retailers

CONSISTENCY
OF SERVICES

RESEARCH ONLINE, 
PURCHASE OFFLINE

CLICK & COLLECT 
& RETURNS

CONNECTED STORE

SOCIAL – LOCAL
MOBILE

Figure 20. The state of Electrical Goods 
cross channel retailing.

TOTAL

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT OF CROSS CHANNEL PRACTICES FOR ELECTRICAL GOODS RETAILERS

Underdeveloped Highly advancedAdvancedIn developmentAbsent

TOTAL

GLOBAL

43% 90%

US UK

46%

RETAILER COUNTRY

Best Buy US
Conrad GERMANY
Fnac FRANCE
Media Markt GERMANY
Comet UK
Best Buy CANADA
Boulanger FRANCE
Elgiganten DENMARK
Interdiscount SWITZERLAND
Domo ROMANIA

Figure 21. Top ten cross channel electrical goods retailers.
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

Most impressive among the electrical goods retailers 

audited is the penetration rate for store-level in-stock 

visibility (68%, figure 22). 

While we expected this capability to be commonplace in 

mature markets, we did not expect retailers in markets 

such as Romania, Singapore or Turkey to have invested 

in this capability. Similarly, click and collect appears to be 

quickly becoming the standard in electrical goods retailing 

(54%, figure 23). 

ELECTRICAL GOODS RETAILERS CROSS CHANNEL CAPABILITIES 
(GLObAL AverAGeS)

Figure 22. Electrical goods retailer cross channel capability: Inventory 
visibility at store level.

Store-level Inventory Visibility
(Electrical Goods Average)

NO
32%

YES
68%

STORE LEVEL INVENTORY 
VISIBILITY A PRIORITY IN 
ELECTRICAL GOODS

Buy online and return in store 78%
Product in-stock availability at store level 68%
Overall ease and convenience of store return of online order 57%
Same policies for returns and refunds in both channels 54%
Buy online and collect in store 54%
Same financing solutions in both channels 51%
Digital content accessible by associate 49%
Product label indicating online exclusives 43%
Gift card/ voucher purchase and redemption on both channels 30%
Digital content accessible by customers 30%
Store associates are online knowledgeable 27%
Mobile commerce 27%
Website information on specific in-store events 24%
Use website in store to show extended product range/buy online 19%

Figure 23. Level of development of electrical goods cross channel capabilities. 

However, the relative immaturity of the cross  channel 

capabilities in electrical goods is reflected by several 

other findings. We expect cross channel leaders to focus 

on operational details which separate them from their 

competitors, including core capabilities of consistency of 

services and the connected store. 

As customers’ demands increase for seamless shopping 

experiences across store and online channels, the 

consistency of service offerings becomes more important.
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

Figure 24, shows mixed performance among 

electrical goods retailers, relative to all retailers.

Given the competitive intensity, including high growth, 

of pure play ecommerce retailers, we expect consistent 

services across store and web channels to emerge as the 

key advantage of multichannel electrical goods retailers. 

For example, having the same financing solutions across 

channels, a critical service provided by retailers in emerging 

markets, will need to improve, as will the use of private label 

credit cards. The biggest upside potential may reside in the 

store associates knowledge of online and cross channel 

processes, yet as the survey shows this is still lagging other 

cross channel capabilities.  It will take time and effort to 

have well-trained store associates for most retailers.

Similarly, the connected store is far from a reality in 

electrical goods retailing. While it has great potential, the 

complexity required to execute effectively is a big challenge 

for electrical goods retailers. In some markets, the same 

retailers are undergoing significant change to their store 

experience and selling process, and therefore, adding 

cross channel complexity may be met with resistance 

from the store operations teams. Adding to the challenge 

is the persistent issue of who gets credit for the sale in a 

crosschannel transaction; this will require a fundamental 

change in the metrics and performance goal-setting for 

most retailers. We expect to see these capabilities to 

improve in the near future as retailers invest the time 

and effort to enhance their connected store capabilities.

ELECTRICAL GOODS RETAILERS CAN IMPROVE THEIR CONSISTENCY OF SERVICES

ELECTRICAL GOODS RETAILERS’ STORES REMAIN UNCONNECTED

CONSISTENCY OF SERVICES GLOBAL AVERAGE 
ELECTRICALS 

CATEGORY AVERAGE  

Store associate’s knowledge of the returns process and policies 59% 51% 

Financing solutions: same financing solutions in both channels 50% 51% 

Overall ease and convenience of store return of an online order 47% 57% 

Brand/Private label credit card: usable in both channels 45% 46% 

Figure 24. Level of service consistency, global vs. electrical category average.

Figure 25. Electrical goods retailer cross channel capability: digital content available for customers/ store associates use retailer´s website to extended range.

Digital content accessible by customers 
(Electrical goods category average)

Uses Website To Show Extended Range/Products 
not available In-store

(Electrical goods category average)

NO
70%

YES
30%

YES
19%

NO
81%
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04 Cross Channel Champions and category Findings

The EpiCentre Group, an Apple Premium Reseller in         

Singapore, recently launched EpiLife, a new physical         

retail concept that positions technology products and 

accessories as lifestyle and fashion accessories. The 

physical stores combine with their mobile commerce 

platform called EpiLife-On-The-Go, to create a unique cross 

channel retailing experience. 

The EpiLife mobile shopping app was launched recently and 

combines an online retail front with special promotions available 

via posters or e-mail messages. These promotions are delivered 

via QR codes that consumers scan with their mobile devices. 

Everyday marketing mediums like catalogues, flyers, movie 

screens, and walls in public spaces can be transformed into 

virtual EpiLife stores. EpiLife has already put up posters in 

15 MRT stations and all 10 of its bricks-and-mortar stores.

The key benefit of their cross channel strategy is to be 

highly accessible in the age of mobile shopping, providing 

the targeted reach equivalent to more than one hundred 

stores, without the physical store overhead costs. 

Targeting capabilities include real time location-based 

promotions allowing customers to receive relevant offers.

EpiLife - Cross Channel Singapore - style

Singapore’s mobile cross channel retailing is seeing signs of 
phenomenal growth: 

	  	  

> The mobile commerce market in Singapore grew 660% 

in one year, from S$43 million in 2010 to S$328 million in 

2011 (75% smartphones, 25% tablets).

> Mobile commerce comprised 23% of all online shopping, 

and mobile shoppers constituted 48% of all online shoppers 

in 2011.
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05 Conclusions and Future Outlook

05
When it comes to cross channel strategies, there are 

considerable differences across markets, categories and 

retailers. Each market will evolve in its own unique way, 

taking into account the fundamental issue of local shopper 

behavior and needs and how cross channel solutions 

address those particular needs. The same will hold true 

at an individual retailer level as they determine what 

cross channel programs are right for their own company 

strategy, and specific to their category. 

We expect consumers’ expectations to continually be 

ahead of retailers’ capabilities, as they change their 

lifestyles and shopping behavior to include more digital 

devices and increase their expectations of their favorite 

retailers.

This study has proven that retailers around the world are 

taking this challenge seriously, albeit cautiously. It is clear 

from the findings that we are still in early, even nascent, 

stages of cross channel strategies in retail. We have been 

pleasantly surprised to find retailers with emerging cross 

channel strategies in markets known to be late-comers 

in ecommerce, and overall we are encouraged to see 

development outside of mature markets. That said, the 

global leaders in mature markets will continue to define 

new standards for cross channel, especially as financial 

returns become clearer.

The differences between merchandise categories are 

interesting, as they demonstrate cross channel priorities 

that are aligned with consumers’ shopping behavior and 

retailers’ business models to efficiently capture demand. 

Given the nascent nature of cross channel in most markets, 

we might question how retailers have determined their 

cross channel priorities, and we expect to see both success 

and failures along the way. There will not be one common 

evolutionary path for all retailers; in fact we would 

anticipate non-linear advances among leading retailers, 

as they test and rollout new solutions across their stores.

Conclusions and Future Outlook

> mid-tier retailer solutions to emerge. Where we 

once thought that cross channel strategies were most 

appropriate for market leaders, and not their mid-size 

competitors, we believe that changes in technology are 

creating new opportunities that are affordable for a 

broader range of retailers. 

> retailers staging of cross channel solutions. As an 

industry we are accumulating better evidence and 

benchmarks to realize customer and financial benefits.  It 

is too early to judge whether the early stage investment 

occurring now in cross channel will ultimately provide 

long-lasting advantages. However, with strong forecast 

growth for digital retailing, we expect retailers to roll 

out many cross channel capabilities over multiple years. 

Some will pursue more aggressive roadmaps, others in 

measured advances.

Looking forward over the next few years, we anticipate many changes in the cross channel 
landscape:
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05 Conclusions and Future Outlook

>  Tablets to change in-store selling process. Mobile will 

too, but the attractiveness of tablet-savvy customers 

and store associates with tools to sell and fulfill across 

the whole company’s product range, has too much 

potential. Watch for an array of pilot tests and eventually 

we will see broader use of tablets in stores.

> Organizational skills to change. Cross channel is another 

way for retailers to improve their “analytics quotient”. 

Creating insights from data permeated across retail      

buyers, marketers, financial and operations teams will 

not come easily in most retail organizations.  Cross channel 

will need to force better cross-functional processes, as 

success or failure may depend on “handoffs” from one 

functional team to the next.

> Customer benefits – does this affect a minority 

or majority of my customers? And are the benefits 

meaningful enough to engender loyalty and repeat 

purchasing?

> Competitive intensity and white space – determining 

how each market and category will evolve for cross 

channel will provide the basis for early adopter or fast 

follower strategies. Which capabilities will erect barriers 

that competitors can only replicate through great effort? 

Which capabilities will stand out in the customers’ mind 

to differentiate us?  Over time which will become the 

‘must-haves’ as opposed to the merely ‘nice to haves’?

> Financial return on investment (ROI) – does the 

expected customer behavior drive enough incremental 

sales and margin, or improve efficiencies, to justify the 

capital and people resources over multiple years? Cross 

channel strategies will require patience from senior 

managers and investors, as transformations will not 

happen overnight.

Expanded cross channel capabilities will be expected by the growing ranks of digitally savvy 
shoppers.  Leading retailers will have to decide whether they provide market-competitive or 
exceptional cross channel solutions. Regardless of a retailer’s size, priorities for cross channel 
capabilities should be based on:
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